Junior Actuary for Syneteristiki Non-Life and Life Insurance Company

As part of Risk Management and Actuary team, your main responsibilities will be:

- Collection, processing and audit data used for the calculations of technical provisions
- Direct collaboration with the head of Risk Management and senior Actuary on supporting documentation they need
- Support and verification of technical provisions calculations (IFRS & Solvency II)
- Active participation in the production of quarterly and annual reports
- Active involvement on several projects of Risk Management and Actuary Department

Qualifications, Skills and Experience

- Bachelor's degree in Actuarial Science, Statistics, Economics, Mathematics, or relevant. MSc will be a plus
- IT skills of MS Office with excellent knowledge in Excel and Access. VBA knowledge will be a plus
- Proficiency in the English Language. Italian or French will be a plus
- Ease of learning and using software programs and tools used in daily basis.
- Team spirit, willingness to learn, work under pressure and strong attention to detail are essential
- Experience in an actuarial team would be considered an advantage
- Fulfilled military service obligations

What we offer

- The opportunity to work with a skilled team and gain extensive knowledge around many areas of an insurance company.
- Competitive Salary
- Health and Pension Insurance Plan
- Pleasant and creative work environment

e-mail for cv: zormpask@syneteristiki.gr